Restricting Downloads and Viewing of Cloud Recordings from Zoom-

You can now restrict viewing and downloading of Zoom Cloud recordings. If you are conducting Zoom Cloud recordings via the Blackboard integration, then availability & viewing restrictions must be done outside of Blackboard. See the explanation below.

Note: Restrictions can only occur AFTER a meeting/recording has taken place and cannot be done ahead of time.

Within Blackboard, using the Zoom/Blackboard integration-

Schedule your cloud recordings like normal, record and post the cloud recording through Zoom, within your Blackboard course. The default value for Zoom Cloud recordings is to allow the downloading of a recording.

From the Zoom website-

Once completed and the recording has been posted, log into Zoom via the Zoom website (https://uml.zoom.us) with your UML credentials, then go to your Cloud Recordings.

Click on the title of the specific recording you want to restrict. That will then open another listing. Click on Share on the right-hand side.
Choose what restrictions you want (make it non-viewable or restrict downloading) and click on Done. Note: there are other options available there as well.

Now, from the student’s perspective, recordings can be not available or not downloadable. This setting can be changed at any time, though, but only from the Zoom website side.